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A B S T R A C T   

The knowledge of the space radiation environment in spacecraft transition and in Mars vicinity is of importance 
for the preparation of the human exploration of Mars. ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter (TGO) was launched on March 
14, 2016 and was inserted into circular Mars science orbit (MSO) with a 400 km altitude in March 2018. The 
Liulin-MO dosimeter is a module of the Fine Resolution Epithermal Neutron Detector (FREND) aboard ExoMars 
TGO and has been measuring the radiation environment during the TGO interplanetary travel to Mars and 
continues to do so in the TGO MSO. One of the scientific objectives of the Liulin-MO investigations is to provide 
data for verification and benchmarking of the Mars radiation environment models. In this work we present re-
sults of comparisons of the flux measured by the Liulin-MO in TGO Mars orbit with calculated estimations. 
Described is the methodology for estimation the particle flux in Liulin-MO detectors in MSO, which includes 
modeling the albedo spectra and procedure for calculation the fluxes, recorded by Liulin-MO on the basis of the 
detectors shielding model. The galactic cosmic rays (GCR) and Mars albedo radiation contribution to the de-
tectors count rate was taken into account. The GCR particle flux was calculated using the Badhwar O’Neil 2014 
model for December 1, 2018. Detailed calculations of the albedo spectra of protons, helium ions, neutrons and 
gamma rays at 70 km height, performed with Atmospheric Radiation Interaction Simulator (AtRIS), were used 
for deriving the albedo radiation fluxes at the TGO altitude. In particular, the sensitivity of the Liulin-MO 
semiconductor detectors to neutron and gamma radiation has been considered in order to calculate the contri-
bution of the neutral particles to the detected flux. The results from the calculations suggest that the contribution 
of albedo radiation can be about 5% of the measured total flux from GCR and albedo at the TGO altitude. The 
critical effect of TGO orientation, causing different shading of the GCR flux by Mars, is also analysed in detail. 
The comparison between the measurements and estimations shows that the measured fluxes exceed the calcu-
lated values by at least 20% and that the effect of TGO orientation change is approximately the same for the 
calculated and measured fluxes. Accounting for the ACR contribution, secondary radiation and the gradient of 
GCR spectrum from 1 AU to 1.5 AU, the calculated flux may increase to match the measurement results. The 
results can serve for the benchmarking of GCRs models at Martian orbit.   

1. Introduction 

The radiation environment on Mars and its vicinity can be very 
hazardous for future human exploration of the red planet. Because of its 

thin atmosphere and the lack of global intrinsic magnetic field, Mars is 
very exposed to space radiation. The primary space radiation reaching 
Mars is constituted mostly by galactic cosmic rays (GCR) and sporadi-
cally by Solar Energetic Particles (SEP) resulted from transient solar 
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events such as flares and coronal mass ejections. Both these primary 
radiation populations create downward secondaries in the thin Martian 
atmosphere, by inelastic interactions with the atmospheric atomic 
nuclei. Ionization and nuclear-inelastic scattering processes such as 
fragmentation and spallation create cascades of downward secondaries. 
The radiation (either primary or secondary) that has not lost all its en-
ergy in interactions with the atmosphere reaches the ground, and creates 
further secondary upward radiation when interacting with the Martian 
regolith (Saganti et al., 2004; Kim et al., al.,2014). As a consequence, the 
radiation field on Mars is complex, composed by both charged and 
neutral particles that can be downward - or upward - directed. 

Understanding the health-induced risks that human explorers will 
encounter both during the interplanetary travel and on the Martian 
surface is key for planning future crewed missions to the red planet 
(https://humanresearchroadmap.nasa.gov/evidence/reports/Cancer. 
pdf). There exist by now a number of studies done in the last two decades 
on the radiation environment induced by GCR at Mars (Saganti et al., 
2004; De Angelis et al., 2006; Schwadron et al., 2010; Ehresmann et al., 
2011; McKenna-Lawlor et al., 2012; Gronoff et al., 2015; Guo et al., 
2015; Matthiä et al., 2016; Matthiä and Berger, 2017; Röstel et al., 2020; 
Gonçalves et al., 2022; Guo et al., 2021). 

The detection of neutral particles, such gamma rays and neutrons, is 
particularly challenging. Neutrons are generated with energies of few 
hundreds of MeV and lower by the interaction of charged particles with 
the atmosphere and by the interaction of the radiation reaching the 
ground with the regolith, via evaporation of excited nuclei. Neutrons do 
not undergo electromagnetic interactions and can thus penetrate matter 
easily. The Martian gamma and neutron fluxes and spectra were derived 
from Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) Radiation Assessment Detector 
(RAD) neutral particle measurements during the early phase of the 
mission in (Guo et al., 2017), using an inversion method, and were 
compared to the results from different particle transport models such as 
GEANT4, HZETRN, MCNP6 and PHITS (Matthiä et al., 2017). The 
comparison showed that for gamma-rays, almost all modeled photon 
spectra agree well within a factor of about two with the RAD data. 
However, for neutron spectra, the comparison of the models amongst 
each other and with the RAD data revealed some discrepancies up to 
about one order of magnitude. The discrepancies may result from both 
the detection method and statistical constraints and the uncertainties in 
the model used to simulate the radiation response functions, as well as 
the uncertainties in different nuclear models. So the overall under-
standing of the radiation environment associated to neutral particles at 
Mars is not yet fully satisfying. 

The radiation environment at Martian orbit has been less studied, 
with a recent boost by the measurements on the TGO ExoMars spacecraft 
(Semkova et al., 2018, 2021). Previous measurements on the GCR flux 
and spectra are from Mars Odyssey, whose radiation detector, the 
Martian Radiation Environment Experiment (MARIE), stopped working 
during the SEP events of October 2003, but data could still be retrieved 
from the Gamma Ray Spectrometer and the scintillator component of the 
High Energy Neutron Detector (Zeitlin et al., 2010). Recent studies have 
also analyzed data from Mars Express (Knutsen et al., 2021). The Exo-
Mars TGO spacecraft carries the Fine Resolution Epithermal Neutron 
Detector (FREND), one module of the latter being the Liulin-MO 
dosimeter (Mitrofanov et al., 2018), a charged (and neutral) particle 
detector that has been providing in-situ measurements that constitute an 
important data set for understanding the radiation environment, during 
the TGO interplanetary travel and in Martian orbit. 

Liulin-MO data about the radiation environment during the TGO 
cruise to Mars and in high elliptic Mars orbits (Mars capture orbits 
MCO1 with 98,000 - 230 km altitude and MCO2 with 37,150 - 200 km 
altitude) covers the period from April 2016 to March 2017 (Semkova 
et al., 2018). Since May 2018 Liulin-MO investigates the radiation 
conditions in Mars science orbit (MSO) which is a circular orbit with 
400 km altitude, 74◦ inclination, ~ 2 h orbit period. 

One of the scientific objectives of the Liulin-MO investigations is to 

provide data for verification and benchmarking of the radiation envi-
ronment models and assessment of the radiation risk to the crew-
members of future exploratory flights (Semkova et al., 2018). 

Models of GCR describe their spectra and intensity in free space, 
away from any celestial body. Comparison of several GCR models results 
and Liulin-MO measurements of the dose rate and particle fluxes of GCR 
in the interplanetary space were discussed in Benghin et al. (2019). The 
comparison of Matthiä et al. (2013) GCR model results with Liulin-MO 
measurements during the transit to Mars and on the high elliptic orbit 
shows that the measured dose rate behind the shielding of the detectors 
of Liulin-MO is about 25% higher than the simulated values (Semkova 
et al., 2021). 

To use Liulin-MO data measured at Mars circular orbit for bench-
marking of the radiation environment models, the shading of GCR by 
Mars and the contribution of albedo particles from Mars atmosphere and 
surface to the measured flux should be taken into account. 

Preliminary attempts to estimate the effect of Mars presence on the 
measured fluxes and dose rates in TGO MSO have been done. In Mars 
circular orbit the planet shades single detectors’ field of view (FOV), 
thus reducing part of free-space GCR flux. The shaded part of FOV is an 
angle dependent on TGO orientation and altitude. TGO orientation can 
vary by 180◦ though not often; TGO altitude varies within 50 (±25) km 
in every orbital pass. The dependence of the flux and dose rate measured 
by Liulin-MO on the distance of TGO from Mars and the orientation of 
dosimeter detectors was investigated (Krastev et al., 2019). To account 
for the albedo particles contribution to the measured flux we used the 
measurements conducted near the pericenter in high elliptic TGO orbits 
MCO1 and MCO2 and compared them with the measurements in the 
apocenter where the influence of Mars presence on the measured values 
is negligible (Semkova et al., 2020). We have analysed all 38 cases of 
data available for pericenter crossing during Mars capture orbit phase of 
TGO. A statistical study from these cases gives albedo contribution of 6 – 
12 percent to the measured flux. These previous investigations clearly 
demonstrated that to estimate the albedo contribution correctly one 
need to know at 400 km height above Mars:  

• The energy distribution of the albedo particles to determine which of 
them enter behind Liulin-MO detectors shielding;  

• The intensity of the albedo relative the GCR flux;  
• Their angular distribution to calculate what part of the albedo flux 

hits Liulin-MO detectors. 

In this work we use a modeling approach for estimation of the albedo 
contribution to the particle flux measured by Liulin-MO instrument in 
TGO Mars orbit. The modeling was performed with Atmospheric Radi-
ation Interaction Simulator AtRIS (Banjac et al., 2018) implemented 
with the Mars atmospheric and regolith properties (Guo et al., 2019). 
The solar modulation condition for the input GCR is chosen as 400 MV 
from the Badhwar O’Neil 2014 model (O’Neil et al., 2015), which is a 
proxy of solar minimum. The modelled albedo spectra at 70 km height 
(Zhang et al., 2022) were used for the calculation of the albedo radiation 
fluxes at the TGO altitude. 

A procedure for calculating the fluxes recorded by Liulin-MO de-
tectors, including GCR and albedo fluxes on the basis of the detectors 
shielding model has been developed. The GCR particle flux was calcu-
lated using the Badhwar O’Neil 2014 model for December 1, 2018. In 
our estimations we took into account only the contributions from albedo 
protons and alpha particles as dominating charged particles and from 
neutrons and gamma rays. An analysis of the ExoMars TGO spatial 
orientation effect on Liulin-MO detectors count rate was carried out. The 
measured and computed fluxes in Liulin-MO detectors are compared. 

The article is organized as following: Section 2 presents short 
description of Liulin-MO instrument; Section 3 introduces and describes 
the methodology for estimation the particle flux in Liulin-MO detectors 
in MSO, including modeling the albedo spectra and procedure for 
calculation the fluxes recorded by Liulin-MO; Section 4 shows and 
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discusses the results from the calculations; Section 5 present comparison 
between measured and calculated fluxes and Section 6 summarizes the 
main results, concludes our study and shows future work. 

2. Liulin-MO description 

A detailed description of Liulin-MO, the detectors shielding, the 
methodology of measurement and measured parameters is given in 
Mitrofanov et al. (2018), Semkova et al. (2018, 2021). Here we present 
only a short introduction to the instrument and its parameters, relative 
to this research. The Liulin-MO particle telescope contains two dosi-
metric telescopes- BA and DC arranged at two perpendicular directions. 
Fig. 1. is a sketch of the sensor unit. Each pair of the dosimetric tele-
scopes consists of two 300 µm thick, 20 × 10 mm area rectangular Si PIN 
photodiodes. 

To meet the requirement to measure the energy deposited spectra in 
a wide energy range one of detectors in every telescope and its corre-
sponding electronics measures and provides the energy deposition 
spectrum in the range 0.08–18 MeV (detectors B and D), and the other in 
the range 0.4–190 MeV (detectors A and C), each range covered by 256 
energy channels. The energy deposition spectra of B (D) in the range ~ 
0.08–15.9 MeV and of A (C) in the range ~ 16–190 MeV are later 
summarized and used to obtain the energy deposition spectrum in a 
single detector B(A) and D(C) in the two perpendicular directions BA 
and DC. 

The parameters, provided by Liulin-MO simultaneously for two 
perpendicular directions have the following ranges: absorbed dose rate 
from 10− 7 Gy h− 1 to 0.1 Gy h− 1; particle flux in the range 0 - 104 cm− 2 

s− 1; energy deposition spectrum in the range 0.08–190 MeV. All events 
with energy deposition > 190 MeV are registered in the last spectral 
channels of A and C detectors and are considered as events with 190 
MeV energy deposition in the subsequent calculations. The dose rates 
and the fluxes are resolved every minute, while the energy deposition 
spectra are resolved every hour. 

The values 
∑

j
nj proportional to the flux for each detector are 

calculated on board from the corresponding energy deposition spectrum 
measured for a minute and are provided in the Liulin-MO output data. 
Here nj is the number of particles in the spectral channel j. 

In this paper we use the data for the particle fluxes provided by single 
detectors B(A) and D(C) in the energy deposition range > 0.08 MeV. As 
mentioned above all events with energy deposition > 190 MeV are 
registered and are considered as events with 190 MeV energy deposition 
in the measured fluxes. 

In Fig. 2 the FREND and Liulin-MO orientations with respect to the 
spacecraft axеs are shown. The FREND neutron detectors are oriented 
along the -Y axis, the Liulin-MO detectors are oriented along the - X and 
Z axes of the satellite. In Mars science orbit when TGO is pointed to nadir 
(along –Y axis), the angles between the detector’s axes and nadir di-
rection are 90◦ (Fig. 3). This is the nominal orientation. 

The data from calculations and measurements of Liulun-MO fluxes 
presented below must be understood in the context of the shielding from 
the free-space radiation environment provided by the mass of materials 
surrounding the instrument’s detectors. A model of Liulin-MO shielding 
was created on basis of the Russian standard GOST 25,645.204–83 
(GOST, 1983), using the documentation of the FREND instrument and 
data for TGO spacecraft obtained from http://spaceflight101.com/exo 
mars/trace-gas-orbiter-instruments and http://sci-lib.com/article1181. 
html. Using this model the shielding distribution probability density 
was calculated (Semkova et al., 2018, 2021). It was estimated that there 
are no significant differences in the shielding caused by the dosimeter 
itself plus the rest of FREND modules to any of the four Liulin-MO de-
tectors. Representative for the shielding of Liulin-MO detectors is the 
central point between the detectors located at equal distances from the 
detectors. 

3. Method for estimation the particle flux in Liulin-MO detectors 
in MSO 

The developed methodology for estimation the particle flux in Liulin- 
MO detectors in MSO includes modeling the albedo spectra and pro-
cedure for calculation the GCR and albedo fluxes recorded by Liulin-MO, 
which accounts for different orientations of TGO. 

3.1. Modeling the albedo spectra 

The Atmospheric Radiation Interaction Simulator (AtRIS) (Banjac 

Fig. 1. A schematic view of Liulin-MO detectors’ location in the dosimeter box (Semkova et al., 2021).  
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et al., 2018; Guo et al., 2019) is based on Geant4, a Monte Carlo code 
used for simulating radiation transport covering interactions in a wide 
energy range (Agostinelli et al., 2003). AtRIS allows to set up specific 
planetary environments, considering specific composition and height of 
the atmosphere and different compositions of the regolith. The radiation 
propagates and generates secondaries which eventually reach the 
ground and, by interactions with the regolith, create upward 
secondaries. 

In order to set up the Martian environment, we combine AtRIS with 
the Mars Climate Database (MCD, Forget et al., 1999, http://www-mars. 
lmd.jussieu.fr). MCD collects the meteorological fields as derived by 
simulations based on the General Circulation Model (GCM) of the 
Martian atmosphere and validated using available observational data. 
Vertical profiles of atmospheric properties including the composition 
(95% CO2) and density are loaded as the environment setup for AtRIS - 
see Guo et al. (2019) and Röstel et al. (2020) for more details on the 
combination of AtRIS and MCD. The surface radiation as observed by 
MSL/RAD shows also small changes due to the atmospheric diurnal and 

seasonal changes (Rafkin et al., 2014; Guo et al., 2021). Besides, Mars 
has many high mountains and low-altitude craters where the atmo-
spheric thickness can be more than 10 times different from one another. 
Zhang et al. (2022) recently studied the influence of the atmospheric 
depths on the Martian radiation levels using AtRIS considering locations 
such as the top of Martian Olympus and the bottom of Hellas Planitia. 
This atmospheric effect is accounted for in the current study by using 
two extreme values of the surface pressure in the model: 82 Pa and 1200 
Pa. 

In a hydrostatic atmosphere, the atmospheric thickness directly 
corresponds to the surface pressure. In this work, we consider 80 at-
mospheric altitude layers up to 80 km above the Martian surface, evenly 
spaced in logarithmic scale. At the altitude of 70 km, the pressure is 
almost negligible as compared to the surface, which means that the at-
mosphere above 70 km plays a minimal role in the interaction with 
propagating cosmic rays and thus the upward radiation flux at this 
altitude can be used to extrapolate to the TGO orbit without taking into 
account the atmospheric interactions. 

The regolithic composition is considered as a composition of 50% O, 
40% Si, 10% Fe (mass fraction) and a density of 1.79 g/cm2, which is 
close to that of SiO2 (Zhang et al., 2022). Despite the regolithic 
composition can vary from place to place, here such composition is kept 
as fixed, as the interest of the work is focused on the radiation envi-
ronment on orbit, and in particular on the albedo radiation, which 
would anyway average for different surface/subsurface scenarios. Also, 
recent works (Röstel et al., 2020; Da Pieve et al., 2021) have reported 
that the radiation environment (in terms of absorbed dose) on Mars 
changes only to small extent for different soil composition and that the 
subsurface radiation environment mostly depends on the regolithic 
column depth. However, the models actually suggested that the albedo 
neutrons, in particularly in the energy range below a few MeVs, can be 
influenced by the hydrogen and iron content in the Martian soil. The 
impact of the regolith composition on the albedo flux detected at the 
orbit can be a topic for future studies. A total depth of the regolith of 10 
m is considered, as previous work has shown that this is a sufficient 
depth within which almost all particles fully stop (Röstel et al., 2020). 

The detailed model setup for calculating the results used in this study 
can be found in Zhang et al. (2022). The energy-dependent GCR fluxes 
used as input in this work as calculated by the Badhwar O’Neil (BON) 
2014 model are plotted in Fig. 4 for a solar modulation condition chosen 
as 400 MV which is a proxy of solar minimum period 2018–2019, of 
interest here. 

The upward particle spectra at 80 km altitude under two surface 

Fig. 2. (a) FREND location on TGO during the science phase; (b) FREND and Liulin-MO orientations with respect to the spacecraft axes (Semkova et al., 2021).  

Fig. 3. Dosimeter axes orientation relatively to TGO nadir (Semkova 
et al., 2021). 
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pressures (82 Pa and 1200 Pa) are plotted in Fig. 5. The upward particles 
flux includes protons, neutrons, Helium ions and gammas. The spectra 
are energy-, angle- and time-differential (unit of #/sec/MeV/sr/cm2). 

3.2. Procedure for calculating the fluxes recorded by Liulin-MO detectors 

Calculations were carried out on the basis of the detectors shielding 
model described in Section 2. The calculations were performed in the 
coordinate system, the direction of the axes of which is shown in Fig. 2. 

The center of the coordinate system used in the calculations is in the 
central point between the detectors, which is located at equal distances 
from the detectors. 64,802 rays coming out of this point were set. The 
direction of each ray was set in the form of guiding cosines; each ray was 
assigned a solid angle through the center of which this ray passed. The 
set of rays was chosen in such a way that all solid angles were equal to 
each other. 

Then for each ray the shielding thickness along the path from the 
center of the coordinate system to the exit of the spacecraft was calcu-
lated. We will denote this thickness by the symbol h. The value h, 
calculated for each beam, will be used in further calculations. 

Based on the results of the calculations, a file was created in which 
each ray corresponds to one line specifying the guiding cosines of the ray 
and the shielding thickness. Then this file was supplemented with data 
of GCR fluxes or albedo particles corresponding to each ray. 

The coordinate system shown in Fig. 2 was also used to indicate the 
orientation - the position of Mars relative to the spacecraft. The direction 
to the center of Mars was set as angles θ and φ in a spherical coordinate 
system, where the angle θ was calculated from the direction of the Z axis, 
and the angle φ was calculated from the X axis towards the Y axis to 
project the direction to Mars onto the XY plane. 

The values of θ = 90◦ and φ = –90◦ correspond to the standard po-
sition of the spacecraft when FREND instrument "looks" at Mars, i.e. 
Mars is in the direction of the - Y axis. This is the nominal orientation of 
Liulin-MO detectors (see Fig. 3). 

According to the values of the angles θ and φ and the altitude of TGO 

for each ray it is determined whether it is directed towards the surface of 
Mars or points into "free space". For the rays directed towards the surface 
of Mars and into the "free space", the average shielding thickness was 
calculated separately. It turned out the shielding to be smallest from the 
side facing Mars with the orientation set by the parameters θ = 120◦ and 
φ = -130◦. In this case, the Liulin-MO detectors are shielded on the side 
facing Mars only by the structure of the dosimeter itself. 

3.2.1. GCR flux calculation 
The GCR particle flux was calculated using the OLTARIS tools (htt 

ps://oltaris.larc.nasa.gov/). We used data from the Badhwar-O’Neill 
GCR model 2014 for December 1, 2018 and the calculation was made for 
a set of aluminum thickness from 0 to 400 g cm− 2. For each of the rays 
directed into the "free space" the flux of charged GCR particles behind 
the shielding thickness corresponding to this ray was calculated. Then 
the contribution to the detector’s counting rate was calculated taking 
into account the orientation of the ray relative to the axis of the detector. 
Next, integration was performed within the solid angle corresponding to 
the “free-space” rays. 

3.2.2. Calculation of the proton and alpha albedo flux 
For each ray pointing towards Mars the shielding thickness and the 

incident to the detectors flux, accounting for Mars shading were calcu-
lated. The flux dependence on the shielding thickness is calculated using 
the method of linear interpolation from tables. A more detailed 
description of the procedure for calculating the proton albedo flux is 
given below. 

First for each ray directed towards the surface of Mars, the distance 
to the point on the surface of the sphere representing Mars where this 
ray "ends" was calculated. Next, the angle between the local direction to 
the zenith at this point of the surface and the direction to the spacecraft 
was calculated, as well as the surface area, which is within the solid 
angle as was originally divided into 64,802 zones. 

Then the flux of protons coming towards the detector from this area 
of the top of Martian atmosphere was calculated. To do this the albedo 

Fig 4. The deep-space GCR spectra used as input in this work as calculated by the BON 2014 model with the solar modulation parameter chosen as 400 MV.  
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table was calculated from the upward proton differential spectrum for 
surface pressure 1200 Pa or 82 Pa (Fig. 5). From the differential spec-
trum j(E) in cm− 2 s− 1 MeV− 1 sr− 1, the integral spectrum J(>E) in cm− 2 

s− 1 sr− 1 was calculated. Then, the tabular values of the proton energy in 
the integral spectrum were compared with the values of the proton 
ranges in aluminum. The resulting table was further used for 

interpolation the dependence of the flux on the shielding thickness. 
When calculating the flux incident on the detector from different 

directions the following cosine angular distribution over the zenith 
angle l was considered: 

(n+ 1)⋅j(h)⋅cosn(λ)

Fig. 5. The output spectra from the model at the top of the atmosphere with the surface pressure of 82 Pa (top) and 1200 (bottom) averaged within either upward or 
downward directions. 
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The (n + 1) coefficient used further reflects the case when the albedo 
flux in dependence of the shielding thickness j(h) is the mean for all 
upward directions. In case j(h) is the flux directed to zenith, the coef-
ficient is 1 and all results for the albedo flux should be divided by (n +
1). 

A similar technique was used to calculate the contribution from he-
lium nuclei. Only the range–energy dependence table for protons was 
replaced with the corresponding table for helium nuclei. 

3.2.3. Calculation of the neutron and gamma albedo 
While the detection efficiency of a silicon detector to high-energy 

protons and helium nuclei trapped in its sensitive area is close to 
100%, the efficiency to neutrons and gamma radiation registration is 
much less. Therefore, the first step was to evaluate the corresponding 
values of the registration efficiency for neutrons and gamma radiation. 
The detector sensitivity to neutrons and gamma was taken from the data 
of on ground physical calibrations of Liulin-MO dosimeter. The cali-
bration data obtained from Dubna Cf-252 neutron source and the data 
from Cs-137 gamma radiation source calibration performed at the 
VNIIFTRI metrological center near Moscow were used. 

3.2.3.1. Assessment of sensitivity to gamma radiation. The energy of the 
gamma quanta of Cs-137 source used for the calibration is 0.662 MeV. 
For monoenergetic gamma quanta, the connection of kerma with the 
flux of gamma quanta is given by the relation (Ivanov, 1988): 

K = 1.6 10− 10 μa E Φ, where: K - kerma, Gy; μa is the energy con-
version coefficient, cm2 g− 1; E is the energy of gamma quanta, MeV; Φ is 
the total flux of gamma quanta, cm− 1; For gamma quanta with energies 
less than 3 MeV, K practically coincides with the absorbed dose. 
Therefore Φ can be calculated from the dose value, and the flux F (cm− 2 

s− 1) can be calculated from the dose rate. 
The corresponding value of the energy conversion coefficient in sil-

icon µa is 0.0294 cm2 g− 1, and the kerma value for the flux of 1 quantum 
cm− 2 is 3.11 10− 12 Gy cm2. 

Table 1 shows the values obtained during calibration and the values 
of the incident gamma-ray flux, as well as the values of the count rates 
recorded during the measurement. 

The dose rate values were determined on the basis of the distance to 
the reference radiation source, the number of particles during the 
observation intervals were measured by Liulin-MO. The remaining pa-
rameters are result of processing. 

The decrease in the registration efficiency at the third, highest dose 
rate can be caused by missing registrations of particles due to overload 
of the electronics in this mode. Based on the results of processing, a value 
of the gamma-quantum registration efficiency equal to 0.0056±0.0017 
was selected for further evaluations. 

3.2.3.2. Neutron sensitivity assessment. The sensitivity of Liulin-MO to 
neutrons was taken from the data of its calibration performed using the 
Cf-252 source. The flux from this source on August 13, 2014, when the 

calibration was carried out was 2.99 106 s− 1. The dependence of the 
number of records per second in the detectors on 1/R2 and the linear 
approximation of this dependence were obtained. For further estimates 
the slope coefficient of the approximating straight line is taken equal to 
5200 ± 803 cm2 s− 1. 

The counting rate obtained by this approximation for a distance of 
100 cm is N = (5200 ± 803 cm2 s− 1)/1002 cm2 = 0.52 ± 0.08 s− 1. 

The neutron flux which gives a source at this distance for activity on 
August 13, 2014 is determined by the formula F = (2.99 106 s− 1)/(4π 
1002 cm2) = 23.78 cm− 2 s− 1. 

Dividing the above counting rate by the neutron flux that the source 
gives at distance of 100 cm we obtain a coefficient characterizing the 
sensitivity of the detector to neutrons: K = (0.52 ± 0.08 s − 1)/23.8 
cm− 2 s− 1 = (0.022 ± 0.0034)  cm2. Dividing K by the detector area of 2 
cm2 the sensitivity of the detector to neutrons is then 0.011 ± 0.0017. 

The albedo neutron spectrum differs from the fission neutron spec-
trum of Cf-252 on which the calibrations were carried out. The spectrum 
of fission neutrons contains a higher proportion of fast neutrons. How-
ever, due to the lack of more suitable data, the value obtained above is 
taken. Perhaps in the future it will be useful to clarify the sensitivity to 
the albedo neutron spectrum by conducting computational modeling of 
the neutron registration process for both spectra. It should also be noted 
that in the assessed sensitivity, the possible contribution to the counting 
rate of the detectors of the accompanying gamma radiation Cf-252 was 
not taken into account, which could overestimate the coefficient ob-
tained and, accordingly, all further estimates obtained. Therefore, at this 
stage of the analysis, further calculated values of the contribution of 
neutrons to the count rate of detectors should be considered as an upper 
estimate. 

3.2.3.3. A method for calculating the contribution to the detectors counting 
rate of the albedo neutron and gamma-quantum flux. The calculation of 
the albedo neutron and gamma radiation flux was carried out in a way 
similar to that of albedo protons. The total number of gamma radiation 
was calculated by integrating the corresponding upward spectra. The 
spectra and the full flux of albedo neutrons contain a large share with 
energies too small to cause a hit above 80 keV deposited energy 
threshold in the detector (see Fig. 5). The calculations show that the 
minimum energy of a neutron capable of imparting an energy of 80 keV 
to a silicon nucleus is 601 keV. In reality, in order to obtain a noticeable 
cross section for the generation of recoil nuclei of above 80 keV 
threshold energy, an initial energy of 800–900 keV is required. That’s 
why we have calculated the integral upward neutron spectra J>(0.9 
MeV) in cm− 2 s− 1 sr− 1 and used them for the estimation of the albedo 
neutron flux in the detectors. 

Since the calculation taking into account the neutron spectrum is 
very laborious both in terms of the passage of neutrons through the 
spacecraft materials and in terms of the interaction of the resulting 
spectrum with the detector material and the surrounding structural el-
ements, a very approximate estimate was made for the characteristic 

Table 1 
Experimental and evaluation results from calibration with gamma. In the columns from left to right is shown: Experimental values: Dose rate values determined on the 
basis of the distance to the reference radiation source; Minimal and maximal number of registration in each of the detectors and mean value for two detectors number of 
registrations. As an uncertainty of the mean value is taken the maximum deviation of the measured value from the average over a series of measurements with detectors 
B and D; Evaluation results: The gamma quanta flux - calculation based on dose rate and the mean value of the registrations divided by the detectors area and time of 
measurement; Efficiency of gamma-quantum registration obtained by dividing the data in the previous 2 columns.  

Experimental values Evaluation results 
Dose rate μGy h- 

1 
Number of particles registered in 18 s The gamma quanta flux cm− 2 s− 1  

Detector B Detector D Mean value Calculation based on dose 
rate 

Counting rate divided by the area and 
time 

Efficiency of 
registration Min. Max Min. Max 

2.74±0.14 39 57 39 62 49.25±12.8 244±12 1.37±0.36 0.0056±0.0017 
25.76±1.28 428 502 472 539 485.25 

±57.2 
2299±114 13.5 ± 1.6 0.0059±0.0010 

1458±73 17,983 18,473 19,483 19,873 18,953 
±970 

130,131±6515 526.5 ± 27 0.0041±0.0004  
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neutron energy. The value of 5 MeV was chosen as the characteristic 
neutron energy. For this energy the value of the range in aluminum at 
which the flux is attenuated by e times was estimated. According to 
https://portal.tpu.ru/SHARED/a/ALEXTPUFTF/uchebnye-mat/iinph 
/Tab1/radiation.pdf this value is close to 40 g cm− 2. When calculating 
the neutron flux that reached the detectors, an exponential attenuation 
law with an appropriate coefficient was applied. 

For gamma radiation, the calculation method was similar, even the 
exponential attenuation coefficient was chosen the same. 

For both neutron and gamma radiation through thin detector like the 
Liulin-MO detectors, the counting rate does not depend on the orienta-
tion of the detector. Therefore, the orientation of the rays relative to the 
detector was not taken into account, and the contribution to the 
counting rate was calculated by multiplying the flux that passed through 
the corresponding shielding thickness by the detector sensitivity coef-
ficient defined above. 

4. Results from the calculations of fluxes in Liulin-MO detectors 
and discussion 

Based on the above-described method and procedure, calculations of 
the contribution to the counting rate of different components of the 
incident radiation were carried out. 

Several calculations of the contributions of GCR and the proton al-
bedo to the flux values that should be recorded by the detectors have 
been performed. Three variants of the spacecraft orientation and four 
variants of the angular distribution of albedo particles are considered. 
Table 2 shows the effect of orientation when the angular distribution of 
the albedo protons is j(h)⋅cos(λ). When calculating the contribution of 
the albedo protons, in addition to the fluxes in the detectors, the values 
that would register an isotropic spherical detector of a unit area, placed 
in the same shielding conditions were calculated. This parameter is 
denoted as Jisotrop. 

It can be seen that the effect of orientation, causing different shading 
of the GCR flux by Mars, significantly exceeds the effect from the albedo 
flux, the latter varies from 2.3% to 6.6% of the flux due to GCR 
themselves. 

Table 3 shows the results of examining the effect of the angular 
distribution of albedo protons on the flux recorded by the detectors for 
detectors’ orientation θ = 0, φ = 90. 

For B(A) detectors, whose axis is directed to the nadir, an effect of the 
exponent n on the recorded flux is practically absent. For the second pair 
of detectors the relative change is much larger but the absolute value of 
the differences is at the level of 0.01 particles per second, which is not 
discernible in the experimental data. This allows us to assume that the 
form of the angular distribution of albedo protons is not significant. 

A series of calculations was carried out to assess the effect of orien-
tation on the average thickness of the shielding in each direction. The 
calculations were carried out for the conditions of surface pressure 82 Pa 
(pres82 spectrum) and 1200 Pa (pres1200 spectrum), the exponent in 

the angular distribution n = 1. Along with the calculations for the albedo 
protons flux, the calculations for the alpha particles albedo flux were 
carried out using the same procedure. The results are shown in Table 4. 

It can be seen that for a detector whose axis is oriented to the nadir, 
the contribution of the albedo protons to the recorded flux can reach 
0.12–0.15 cm− 2 s− 1. At a horizontal orientation of the axis, this contri-
bution is reduced by almost twice. The contribution of the albedo alpha 
particles turned out to be about 20 times less. 

The results for the neutron and gamma albedo contribution to the 

Table 2 
Assessment of the effect of detectors’ orientation on the flux recorded by them. In the columns from left to right is shown: altitude of TGO; Spacecraft (detectors) 
orientation angles θ and φ; Description of the detectors axes orientation; Calculated GCR flux in the detectors; Calculated albedo protons flux in an isotropic spherical 
detector of a unit area and in the detectors for surface pressure 1200 Pa.  

Altitude 
km 

Orientation 
angles, 
degree 

Orientation description GCR 
contribution 
to the 
registered 
flux cm− 2 s− 1 

Albedo protons 
contribution to the 
registered flux cm− 2 s− 1 for 
surface pressure 1200 Pa 

θ φ B 
(A) 

D 
(C) 

J isotrop J B(A) J D(C) 

400 0 90 The axis of the detector B(A) is directed to the nadir, and the axis of detector D(C) is directed to the 
horizon 

1.63 2.09 0.149 0.108 0.058 

400 90 0 The axis of the detector B(A) is directed to the horizon, and the axis of the detector D(C) is directed to 
the nadir 

2.11 1.64 0.111 0.049 0.078 

400 90 90 The axes of both detectors are directed to horizon 2.1 2.1 0.134 0.058 0.051  

Table 3 
Estimation of the effect of the albedo protons angular distribution on the flux 
recorded by the detectors. In the columns from left to right is shown: Exponent in 
the formula cosnλ of the angular distribution over the zenith angle l; Calculated 
GCR flux in the detectors; Calculated albedo protons flux for surface pressure 
1200 Pa.  

Exponent n in distribution cosnλ GCR 
contribution 
to the 
registered 
flux cm− 2 s− 1 

Albedo protons contribution to 
the registered flux cm− 2 s− 1 for 
surface pressure 1200 Pa 

B(A) D(C) J isotrop J B(A) J D(C) 

0 (isotropic distribution) 1.63 2.09 0.175 0.108 0.080 
1 1.63 2.09 0.149 0.108 0.058 
2 1.63 2.09 0.137 0.108 0.047 
3 1.63 2.09 0.13 0.108 0.04  

Table 4 
Calculation of proton and alpha particles albedo contribution to the registered 
flux. In the columns from left to right is shown:Upward spectra of protons and 
alpha particles under 82 Pa and 1200 Pa pressure; Spacecraft (detectors) 
orientation angles θ and φ; Average shielding thickness of the detectors on the 
side facing Mars; Estimated flux in the detectors of the corresponding particle in 
1st column.  

Spectrum under 
consideration 

S/c 
orientation 
angles 

Average 
shielding 
thickness on 
the side 
facing Mars, 
g cm− 2 

Estimated contribution 
to the registered flux, 
cm− 2 s− 1 

θ φ Detector 
B(A) 

Detector 
D(C) 

pres82_Output_proton 90 90 28.9 0.0716 0.0648 
90 180 9.7 0.0867 0.1527 
120 -130 3.2 0.1082 0.1113 

pres1200_Output_proton 90 90 28.9 0.0575 0.0514 
90 180 9.7 0.0709 0.1247 
120 -130 3.2 0.0890 0.0915 

pres82_Output_alpha 90 90 28.9 0.0031 0.0029 
90 180 9.7 0.0033 0.0059 
120 -130 3.2 0.0039 0.0040 

pres1200_Output_alpha 90 90 28.9 0.0030 0.0028 
90 180 9.7 0.0031 0.0056 
120 -130 3.2 0.0037 0.0038  
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registered flux in dependence on the spacecraft orientation (and on the 
average shielding thickness on the side facing Mars) are shown in 
Table 5. In addition to the three orientation options discussed earlier, 
another line was added, in which the exponential attenuation of the flux 
with thickness was not taken into account in the calculation. 

The results from the calculations of the albedo when Liulin-MO 
sensors look at 90◦ to nadir show that the contribution of the total al-
bedo (protons, alpha, neutrons and gamma) to the measured total flux 
from GCR and albedo is 4.1% for detectors B(A) and D(C) for surface 
pressure conditions 1200 Pa. The corresponding values for surface 
pressure conditions 82 Pa are 5% for detectors B(A) and D(C). These 
values are lower than the estimated albedo contribution to the measured 
flux from the statistical studies. 

5. Comparison of the calculated and measured by Liulin-MO 
fluxes in TGO Mars orbit 

Calculations of the total flux in Liulin-MO detectors for detectors 
axes orientation to the horizon and to nadir were made for 1 December 
2018. The calculations were conducted for the two extreme surface 
pressure conditions 82 and 1200 Pa. 

On 1 December 2018 TGO was oriented nominally (-Y axis oriented 
to Mars). In the experimental data from December 2018 several cases are 
observed when TGO changes its orientation relative to the direction to 
Mars by about 90◦, the closest cases to the moment of calculations are on 
6 and 9 December 2018. In Fig. 6 are plotted the time profiles of the 
fluxes registered by detectors B(A) and D(C), angles between the axes of 
the detectors and the direction to the center of Mars and altitude of TGO 
for 9 December 2018 from 15:00 to 21:00 UT. Most of the time –Y axis of 
TGO is oriented along nadir and the angle between detector’s axis and 
Mars direction is ~ 90◦ as seen from Figs. 2b and 3. The dominant part of 
data presented in Fig. 6 relate to this orientation. The sharp drops of the 
measured flux appear when the angle between detector’s axis and Mars 
direction approaches zero or 180◦. Similar changes in the TGO orien-
tation and corresponding drops of the measured flux are observed on 6 
December 2018 from 15:00 to 21:00 UT. We choose the measurements 
conducted on 6 and 9 December 2018 from 15:00 to 21:00 UT for 
comparison with the calculations. 

In Table 6 we compare the calculated fluxes for 1 December 2018 for 
different orientations and surface pressure conditions and the measured 
fluxes on 6 and 9 December 2018 from 15:00 to 21:00 UT. From the 
measurements the average and the minimum values of the fluxes over 
the period of measurement were determined. In Table 6 for the detectors 
axes orientation to the horizon the average values of the corresponding 
measured fluxes are shown, the minimum values of the measured flux 
are attributed to the orientation of the detectors axes in nadir. 

The results show that the measured fluxes exceed the calculated 
values for both surface pressure conditions 82 Pa and 1200 Pa and for all 
orientations. The minimum difference between the measured and 
calculated fluxes is 20% (within the uncertainty of the measurement). It 
relates to orientation of detector B(A) axis along nadir and surface 
pressure 82 Pa. 

For pressure conditions 1200 Pa with the usual TGO orientation, 
when the axes of both detectors are directed horizontally, the measured 
fluxes exceed the calculated values at least by 27.4% for detector B(A), 
and by 30.1% for detector D(C). 

For the pressure conditions 82 Pa when the axes of both detectors are 
directed horizontally, the measured fluxes exceed the calculated values 
by at least 27.4% for detector B(A), and by at least 29% for detector D 
(C). 

The orientation change effect is comparable for the calculated and 
measured fluxes. The measured flux in nadir orientation is 78% - 80% of 
that measured in horizontal orientation. The calculated flux in nadir 
orientation is 80% - 81% of the calculated one in horizontal orientation 
for pressure condition 1200 Pa; for pressure condition 82 Pa the calcu-
lated flux in nadir orientation is 81% of the calculated one in horizontal 
orientation. 

There are several facts that are different between the simulation 
setup and the measurement setup that could potentially add to the 
discrepancy between the measured and calculated fluxes: (1) Additional 
Anomoulous Cosmic Rays (ACR) are not included in the BON GCR 
model, but they may also contribute to the measured charged particle 
flux. ACRs originate from interstellar neutral gas that flows into the 
heliosphere and is ionized by solar radiation or solar wind and then are 
accelerated at the termination shock of solar wind. ACRs dominate at 
low energies of the GCR spectra (generally below ~ 100 MeV/nuc) and 
could make an extra contribution to the observed flux. (2) The use of 1 
AU GCR spectrum in calculation of the GCR and albedo contribution to 
the measured flux in TGO MSO can lead to decrease in the calculated 
flux by about 2% (Geiseler et al. 2008); (3) In addition to the albedo 
particles from Mars, secondary charged particles, neutrons, and 
gamma-rays are generated in the spacecraft body by GCRs, and they 
could be measured by Liulin-MO detector. When calculating the GCR 
contribution to the detector count rate, the contribution of primary and 
secondary protons and heavier nuclei was taken into account. The 
contribution of secondary leptons, neutrons, and gamma radiation was 
not taken into account. After the upgrade of the OLTARIS site in March 
2022, it became possible to estimate the lepton fluxes, among which 
only electron fluxes show noticeable values. The possible contribution of 
secondary electrons and neutrons to the recorded count rate was 
calculated. The same detector protection model as described in Section 2 
and the calculation method described in Section 3.2.1 were used. The 
calculations show that the contribution of electrons to the detectors 
count rate can reach almost 10%. The calculation of the dependence of 
the number of secondary neutrons on the thickness of the shield, ob-
tained from the OLTARIS site for the BON 2014 model, gave a value of 
5.06 neutrons cm− 2 s− 1 in free space and 3.64 neutrons cm− 2 s− 1 in TGO 
orbit. Taking into account the sensitivity coefficient obtained for neu-
trons, this gives an estimate of the detectors count rate from secondary 
neutrons of 0.08 s− 1. Accounting for secondary radiation can increase 
the calculated flux estimates by 8–12%, which reduces the gap with the 
measurement results; (4) Albedo particles like other hydrogen isotopes 
and lower-abundant heavier ions that would have an influence in the 
count rate are not taken into account. In particular, the other hydrogen 

Table 5 
Calculation of the neutron and gamma albedo contribution to the registered flux. 
In the columns from left to right is shown: Upward spectra of neutrons and 
gamma under 82 Pa and 1200 Pa pressure; Integral flux of albedo neutrons and 
integral gamma albedo flux calculated from the corresponding upward spectrum 
in the 1st column. Spacecraft (detectors) orientation angles θ and φ; Average 
shielding thickness of the detectors on the side facing Mars; Estimated flux of 
neutrons or gamma in the detectors.  

Spectrum under 
consideration 

Flux 
cm− 2 

sr− 1s− 1 

S/c 
orientation 
angles 
degree 

Average 
shielding 
thickness on 
the side facing 
Mars g cm− 2 

Estimated 
contribution to 
the registered 
flux cm− 2 s− 1   

θ φ 

Upward neutrons 
with E>0,9 
MeV for 
pressure 82 Pa. 

0,48 90 90 28.9 0,020 
90 180 9.7 0,030 
120 -130 3. 2 0,034   

0 0,037 
Upward neutrons 

with E>0,9 
MeV for 
pressure 1200 
Pa. 

0,34 90 90 28.9 0,015 
90 180 9.7 0,021 
120 -130 3.2 0,024   

0 0,026 

Upward gamma 
rays for 
pressure 82 Pa. 

0.42 90 90 28.9 0.009 
90 180 9.7 0.013 
120 -130 3.2 0.015   

0 0.016 
Upward gamma 

rays for 
pressure 1200 
Pa 

0.45 90 90 28.9 0.010 
90 180 9.7 0.014 
120 -130 3.2 0.016   

0 0.017  
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isotopes could have an equal or higher influence on the count rate than 
alphas. The potential influence of all these particles on the total albedo 
flux might be small, but they can be a topic for future studies. 

6. Conclusions  

• A method for estimation the particle flux in Liulin-MO detectors in 
TGO circular Mars science orbit and a procedure for its calculation 
have been developed. The calculations were carried out on the basis 

Fig. 6. From top to bottom - time profiles of the: flux registered by detector B(A); flux registered by detector D(C); angle between the axis of the detector B(A) and the 
direction to the center of Mars; angle between the axis of the detector D(C) and the direction to the center of Mars; altitude of TGO. Data are plotted for 9 December 
2018 from 15:00 to 21:00 UT. 

Table 6 
Comparison between the calculated fluxes for 1 December 2018 for different orientations and two surface pressure conditions and the measured fluxes on 6 and 9 
December 2018 from 15:00 to 21:00 UT. In the columns from left to right are shown: Spacecraft (detectors) orientation angles θ and φ; Total calculated flux in the 
detectors from GCR and albedo for pressure 82 Pa; Total calculated flux from GCR and albedo for pressure 1200 Pa; Measured flux on 06 December 2018; Measured flux 
on 09 December 2018.  

Orientation 
angles, degree 

Total calculated flux (GCR and albedo) 
cm− 2 s− 1 Pressure 82 Pa 

Total calculated flux (GCR and albedo) 
cm− 2 s− 1 Pressure1200 Pa 

Measured flux cm− 2 s− 1, 06 
December 2018 

Measured flux cm− 2 s− 1, 09 
December 2018 

θ φ Detector B(A) Detector D(C) Detector B(A) Detector D(C) Detector B(A) Detector D(C) Detector B(A) Detector D(C) 

0 90 1.81 2.21 1.78 2.19 2.33±0.12 No data 2.28±0.11 No data 
90 0 2.2 1.77 2.19 1.74 No data 2.49±0.13 No data 2.42±0.12 
90 90 2.22 2.21 2.2 2.19 2.98±0.15 3.00±0.15 2.98±0.15 3.08±0.15  
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of a detectors shielding model. GCR and Mars albedo radiation 
contribution to the detectors count rate was taken into account. The 
GCR particle flux was calculated using the BON 2014 model for 
December 1, 2018 and using OLTARIS. The modelled albedo spectra 
of protons, helium ions, neutrons and gamma rays at 70 km height 
obtained from AtRIS were used for the calculation of the albedo ra-
diation fluxes at the TGO altitude. The energy-dependent GCR fluxes 
as calculated by the BON 2014 model are used as input in the 
modeling of the albedo. The sensitivity of the Liulin-MO semi-
conductor detectors to neutron and gamma radiation has been 
assessed in order to calculate the contribution of the neutrals to the 
registered flux. In the calculation of the albedo neutron flux only 
neutrons with energy larger than 0.9 MeV necessary to obtain a 
noticeable cross section for the generation of recoil nuclei of above- 
threshold energy in the silicon detector are taken into account.  

• The result of this work provides useful insights on the radiation 
environment at the altitude of TGO orbit around Mars. The obtained 
results suggest that the contribution of albedo radiation can be about 
4–5% of the total flux from GCR and albedo at the TGO altitude. 
However, the results show that the effect of TGO orientation, causing 
different shading of the GCR flux by Mars, significantly exceeds the 
effect from the albedo contribution to the flux in Liulin-MO de-
tectors. The measured fluxes exceed the calculated values of GCR 
plus albedo flux for both extreme surface pressure conditions 82 Pa 
and 1200 Pa and for all orientations by at least 20%. This minimum 
difference between the measured and calculated flux relates to 
orientation of detector axis along the nadir and surface pressure 82 
Pa. When the axes of the detectors are directed horizontally, the 
measured fluxes exceed the calculated values by at least 27.4%. 
There are several facts that are different between the simulation 
setup and the measurement setup that could potentially add to this 
discrepancy as discussed in Section 5. Accounting for the ACR 
contribution, secondary radiation and the gradient of GCR spectrum 
from 1 AU to 1.5 AU, the calculated flux may increase to match the 
measurement results. The result can serve for the benchmarking of 
GCRs models at Martian orbit.  

• Future studies are planned including: a) Improving the quality of 
computational estimates, by conducting a three-dimensional 
modeling of the passage of cosmic radiation through the TGO, 
FREND and Liulin-MO structural elements; b) Calculation of dose 
rate in Liulin-MO detectors and comparison with the measured 
values in ExoMars TGO MSO; c) Calculation of the particle fluxes and 
dose rate in the free space, based on Liulin-MO measurements in 
ExoMars TGO MSO which can serve for benchmarking of the GCR 
models for free space radiation. The results could be used for further 
assessing the absorbed dose, LET spectra, and effective dose inside a 
human body for future crewed mission in orbit around Mars. 
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